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Waste Recycling 
Our recycling company is about to process waste that comes in railway wagons. There are N wagons waiting on 

the incoming railway track, and each wagon contains exactly one type of waste. Waste is processed according to one 

of a fixed number of settings. For each setting we are given the set of waste types that can be processed with this 

setting. Sadly, changing the setting is a very time-consuming operation, therefore the company uses one setting a day. 

The wagons are to be processed in the order they arrive on the incoming railway track. To speed up recycling, the 

company has built an auxiliary track as shown on the 

figure below. This way, if the next wagon contains 

waste that cannot be processed with the current 

setting, then it can be moved to the auxiliary track, 

preceding the wagons that are already there. The next 

wagon to be processed is the first in row from either 

the incoming track or the auxiliary track. Mind that 

no wagon can be moved back from the auxiliary to 

the incoming track. The company wants to recycle as 

many wagons of waste as possible within the next 

three days. At the end of the third day the auxiliary 

track must be empty. 

 

Task  

You are to write a program that computes settings for the three days, that allows the processing of the highest 

number of wagons with leaving the auxiliary track empty. If all the wagons can be processed in fewer than three days, 

then your program must give a solution with the smallest number of days. 

Input  

The first line of the input contains three integers, N (1 ≤ N ≤ 20 000) is the number of wagons, K (1 ≤ K ≤ 1000) is 

the number of waste types, and S (1 ≤ S ≤ 1000) is the number of settings. Wagons are numbered from 1 to N, waste 

types are numbered from 1 to K and settings are numbered from 1 to S. The next S lines contain the description of the 

settings. The (i+1)th line of the input contains a space-separated list of integers terminated by a 0, the set of waste 

types that can be processed with setting i,. The last line is a list of N integers describing the wagons: the ith number is 

the identifier of the type of the waste contained in wagon i. For each type x there is at least one and at most 10 settings 

that contain waste of that type.  

Output  

The first line of the output contains one integer, the maximum number of wagons that can be processed. The 

second line of the output contains three integers separated by space, the setting for the first, the second and the third 

day. If two days are enough for processing all wagons then the third number must be 0. Similarly, if one day is enough 

then the second number must also be 0. If there are multiple solutions, your program should output only one; it does 

not matter which one. 

Example input and output 

input  output 

13 5 4  11 

1 0  2 1 4 

4 5 0 

5 3 0 

2 5 0 

4 5 2 5 5 4 1 1 5 4 5 3 3 

Limits 

Memory limit: 32 MB 

Time limit: 1.0 sec 

Grading 

In 50% of the test cases N is at most 10 000 and S is at most 300. 

If only the first line is correct then 40% of the points are awarded. 


